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News – Bad stuff is still indeed happening in the world! 

Manchester is Britain's biggest cove of pirate downloaders, according a 
Shoreditch-based music upstart. Mancunians have a particular craving for illegal 
copies of smirking indie crooner Ed Sheeran's albums and singles, we're told.The 
northern city is the piracy capital of the UK, according to a new study by London-
headquartered Musicmetric, which also found that Sheeran is the most pirated artist in 
Blighty.

The music monitoring service said that UK internet users illicitly nabbed 43 million 
copies of singles and albums from BitTorrent networks: Rizzle Kicks and Rihanna 
came second and third in the most downloaded charts.While ISPs are ordered by the 
courts to block file-sharing sites such as The Pirate Bay, and Google pushes sites that 
have been asked to remove copyrighted data down in its search results - unless it's 
YouTube of course, ordinary folks are still happily grabbing albums from the net 
without paying.

The statistics were gathered after Musicmetric "processed an unprecedented amount 
of data" to analyse BitTorrent activities, we're told. Exactly how the numbers were put 
together isn't immediately obvious, although the project is said to be part of the "BBC 
BitTorrent trend visualisation"."For the first time, we have evidence that blocking 
Pirate Bay had little effect on BitTorrent downloading," Gregory Mead, chief exec of 
Musicmetric, said in a canned statement. "The challenge for copyright holders is to 
find ways to monetise music files torrented online. While the file sharing network is 
largely ignored as a proactive channel, little progress can be made on figuring out how 
this might be possible."

Brits are particularly bad for downloading, according to the research which places the 
country second in the world in terms of pure volume of files fetched. However, the 



US came first with more than 96 million downloads in the first half of the year. 
According to figures, the top 20 places in the UK for downloads per person are: 1. 
Manchester; 2. Nottingham; 3. Southampton; 4. Liverpool; 5. Sheffield; 6. Leicester; 
7. Stoke-on-Trent; 8. Glasgow; 9. Cardiff; 10. Leeds; 11. Bristol; 12. Edinburgh; 13. 
Wolverhampton; 14. Derby; 15. Reading; 16. Bradford; 17. Kingston Upon Hull; 18. 
Birmingham; 19. Coventry; 20. London.

Ed Sheeran's album + was pirated on average 55,000 times a month in the UK, while 
Rihanna's album Talk That Talk was illegally shared 1,228,313 times worldwide in 
the first six months of 2012, making it the globe's most pirated release. The data 
behind the survey's findings can be downloaded from the Musicmetric website

Link: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/09/17/piracy_research/ 

Wanna build your own supercomputer? All you need is some Legos and a few 
dozen Raspberry Pis. That’s Raspberry Pis — no “e.” If you can build a 
supercomputer with raspberry pies, do let us know. We mean those super-small Linux 
PCs cooked up by some brainy researchers in Britain. Yes, you’ll need Legos too — 
and maybe some help from the closest 6-year-old.

That’s how Simon Cox and a team of engineers at Britain’s University of 
Southampton built their supercomputer, and they’ve the published instructions so that 
you can build one too. The total cost was about £2,500 — or $4,031 U.S. — not 
including network gear, but you can build a smaller version with four Raspberry Pis 
for just a few hundred dollars. 

A professor of Computational Methods at Southampton, Cox has been working to 
democratize supercomputing for a long time. In the late ’90s, he worked on the first 
Microsoft Windows-based supercomputer, bringing the cost of supercomputing down 
from millions of dollars to tens of thousands. The Raspberry Pi project is the next 
logical step. He knows that hundreds of dollars is still quite a lot of money for a 
hobbyist project, especially in the developing world, but it does offer new possibilities 
to a much wider demographic. “Now you can show people this process of taking a big 
problem and breaking it up into a smaller problem,” he says.

Raspberry Pi computers aren’t very powerful and don’t even ship with their own 
cases. But they only cost $35. Cox bought one for his son James, thinking that 
teaching him to program would be a fun summer activity. He was right. “It was 
amazing to watch his eyes light up as he figured out he could type stuff in and make 
the computer do different things,” Cox says.

Then Cox got an e-mail from one of the U.K.’s Raspberry Pi suppliers saying it had 
more in stock, and he told his Southampton team they should buy a bunch of them and 
try building a supercomputer. James liked the idea too, intrigued by the thought of 
connecting lots of computers together to solve larger problems — so the team roped 
him in.

Cox admits there are better ways to build a supercomputer. Using 64 separate power 
supplies, one for each Raspberry Pi, is inefficient. But he wanted to show people they 
could do this on their own at home.That’s where the Legos come in. Cox was in 
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James’ room one day when he realized they could use Legos to build the racks and 
cases for the supercomputer cluster. Maybe acrylic cases would be better, he says, but 
that would make it more than a weekend project. With Legos, people can see that they 
can just rack these things up themselves. They’re easily available, and they’re not too 
scary.

No, it’s not the most practical super computer in the world, but the graphics 
processing unit (GPU) on those Raspberry Pis does offer some real computational 
power. Cox also bought 16GB SD cards for all of them, so they have a combined 
storage capacity of about 1TB. That’s good enough for someone to start learning how 
supercomputing works. The system uses software called The Message Passing 
Interface (MPI) to manage communications between all the individual nodes in the 
cluster. Cox acknowledges that it’s not as sophisticated as newer technologies such as 
Hadoop, but says that once you learn how to use MPI, you’ll be well prepared to learn 
how to use Hadoop because you will have learned the basic thought processes behind 
supercomputing.

As for the goal, he’s already heard from one person who’d been trying to get the 
budget to do a computer science summer camp for kids. He was finally able to get the 
budget for the program when he showed his director the University of Southampton’s 
Raspberry Pi project. “The director saw that and said; ‘Oh, you’re going to be 
building cool things like this? OK then,’” Cox explains. He says if just one kid ends 
up trying this out and ends up in a career in IT, he’ll be happy

Link: http://www.wired.com/wiredenterprise/2012/09/lego-super-gallery/ 

Amanda Palmer, the artist who raised $1.2m from her fans on Kickstarter to 
fund a new record and tour, is now asking classical musicians to work for her for 
free.The money has been on lavished on studio time, a luxury booklet, and an 
abundance of expensive promotional material. But there's nothing left for the classical 
musicians she wants. The cabaret singer, who is married to writer and Open Rights 
Group patron Neil Gaiman, put out a request for "professional-ish horns and strings" – 
local volunteers for each tour date – who would be required to rehearse before 
performing, before joining Palmer's 'Grand Theft Orchestra' for the performance.

"We will feed you beer, hug/high-five you up and down (pick your poison), give you 
merch and thank you mightily for adding to the big noise we are planning to make," 
promised Palmer, who explained that the $35,000 required to pay seven or eight 
musicians for 36 tour dates at union rates was too much. It's hard to pay the rent in 
beer, and classically trained musicians are less than impressed.

"She's playing mid-sized ballrooms and theaters, and she will sell many of them out. 
And she will have $35,000 and then some to spare by the end of it," notes one.

"You've raised over $1 million for your tour and album release. Here we are as 
musicians on foodstamps, maxing out their credit cards to keep the lights on, hoping 
that we have enough money to pay next month's rent, and have instruments that are in 
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need of repair, need to be replaced, and even need to be insured," another musician 
points out.

The most biting observation came from the producer Steve Albini, a veteran critic of 
the music industry, who posted this on his studio's forums:

I have no fundamental problem with either asking your fans to pay you to make 
your record or go on tour or play for free in your band or gather at a mud pit 
downstate and sell meth and blowjobs to each other. I wouldn't stoop to doing 
any of them myself, but horses for courses. The reason I don't appeal to other 
people in this manner is that all those things can easily pay for themselves, and I 
value self-sufficiency and independence, even (or especially) from an audience. 

If your position is that you aren't able to figure out how to do that, that you are 
forced by your ignorance into pleading for donations and charity work, you are 
then publicly admitting you are an idiot, and demonstrably not as good at your 
profession as Jandek, Moondog, GG Allin, every band ever to go on tour without 
a slush fund or the kids who play on buckets downtown. 

Pretty much everybody on earth has a threshold for how much to indulge an 
idiot who doesn't know how to conduct herself, and I think Ms Palmer has found 
her audience's threshold.

Palmer has been heavily promoted on sites which are often hostile to the established 
music industry, such as BoingBoing. Now we know what their vision of the future 
looks like. It's one where wealth never trickles down... ®

Link: http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/09/14/amanda_palmer_play_for_beer/ 

It is a direct assault on global trade. The city of Bristol has launched its own 
currency, which cannot be used in Bath, never mind Berlin or Bombay. Thx 
Kev!

More than 350 firms in the city have signed up, making it the UK's largest alternative 
to sterling. Unlike previous schemes which have relied on paper, the Bristol Pound 
can be used online, even by mobile phone. But other local currencies have never 
really taken off, so can the Bristol scheme really fly?

Ciaran Mundy has been working on the scheme for three years now. To him, this is 
much more than just a local curiosity. He said: "If you lock the money into the area, 
rather than it going into the international finance system then you keep more money 
actually working in the city here."

The idea is to help local traders by issuing money which customers can only use in 
their shops. In turn, customers know that the shop must then buy its stock from a local 
supplier, or pay a 3% fee to convert the Bristol Pound back into sterling.

http://www.theregister.co.uk/2012/09/14/amanda_palmer_play_for_beer/
https://www.google.co.uk/search?client=opera&rls=en&q=amanda+palmer+site:boingboing.net
http://www.electricalaudio.com/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=4&t=60267&p=1545452#p1545452
http://amyvs.weebly.com/1/post/2012/09/letter-to-amanda-palmer.html
http://amyvs.weebly.com/1/post/2012/09/letter-to-amanda-palmer.html


Bristol has a proud history of independent thinking and, like many cities, there are 
plenty of shops who claim to use local suppliers. But how do you know? Now if a 
cafe accepts your payment in Bristol Pound, you know they are either going to buy 
local or pay the penalty.

The new notes feature holograms and gold foil with security numbers etched in by 
laser There are plenty of cafes, bookstores and shops that sell to the public in the 
scheme. But organisers have also signed up suppliers, like the natural food wholesaler 
Essential. 

The firm supplies food stores and cafes across the country, and one of the directors, 
Richard Crooks, said they expect their customers to be using the new currency. 

He said: "Quite a few of our customers have been asking us will we be taking the 
Bristol Pound, when can we start using it, and we've told them 'yes, we can't wait'."

But just three years ago hopes were equally high up the road in Stroud, 
Gloucestershire. The Cotswold town has a long history of thinking differently, often 
ecologically. Many thought the Stroud Pound would provide a feisty challenge to 
global money markets.

Today though, numbers are down. Just £4,000 was issued in Stroud pounds last year, 
nearly half the level at the launch.  Several shops told me the scheme was just an 
accounting nuisance. One baker told me: "People still support us, they just don't use 
the Stroud Pound to do so, it's too much hassle."

Like many schemes, the Stroud Pound is run by volunteers and it seems enthusiasm is 
waning.  Bernard Jerman is one of the central people involved, and he says alternative 
currencies just need people to get behind them. 

He told me: "I am a little disappointed because I can see how successful it can be in 
other places, not particularly the UK, because we have this sceptical attitude to 
money, but abroad they are transforming local economies." Alternative currencies 
have certainly done well abroad. A German currency called the Chiemgauer has been 
operating in Bavaria since 2003. Last year, 550,000 Chiemgauer were in circulation, 
with a turnover of 6.2 million. With a 1:1 exchange rate with the Euro, that's serious 
business. on the Stroud tenner, but circulation is still low 

In 2006 a rival to the US Dollar was launched in the Berkshire region of 
Massachusetts, called the BerkShare. Since then, 2.2 million have been issued and 
370 local firms are signed up. Even at their most idealistic, the Bristol Pound 
organisers don't expect to rival sterling. But they point out that neither the Germans 
nor the Americans have online banking or mobile phone payments. Ciaran Mundy 
hopes to hit the £6m turnover level soon: "We should reach that next year, and go 
well beyond it. We're ambitious for the Bristol Pound."



Link: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-bristol-19627592 

Music – My Terrible Friend – When I Decide

Talking point

Olympics (4.5 million on average for each gold medal 264million from sport UK and 
anoverall cost to the taxpayer of 15billion), Unemployment Training, Getting 
organised for winter – Anything you want me to discuss?

Reccomedia

Arrowhead by Paul Kane – Great book about a post apocalyptic Robin Hood
American Gods by Neil Gaiman
Neverwhere by Neil Gaiman – 2 great books by a master storyteller about worlds in 
parallel to our own
Tunnel in the Sky by Robert A Heinlein – Cool story about high school survival 
training on other planets – go read everything by Heinlein now!

If you haven’t already, go check out R4nger5 AtoZ and R4nger5 America and 
R4nger5 OZ – good shows, well worth taking the time to listen to.

Video about jobs for thick people http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rYFQZFL0yoo thx Kevin

Aerial fly-by of Burning Man https://www.youtube.com/watch?
feature=player_embedded&v=ftsNhUKAJ-s

76th St Podcast – www.  76  street  pod.com   THX Iron Angel
Silent City – post apocalyptic  series http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=0M_HODJB9-M&feature=player_embedded
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6keDWZaU8vw&feature=player_embedded 
Copyright forever minus a day –http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=tk862BbjWx4&feature=player_embedded#t=0s 
Disaster prep course - https://www.coursera.org/course/disasterprep
Thx Harlequin (hope you get better soon)

Links

www.rantmedia.ca – duh!
www.r4nger5.com – duh! Feel free to go into the IRC and the forums (though you 
need to say hello in the IRC to join the forums, due to much spam)

Music – Hard Times Come Again No More – East mountain Blue
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